The Shift: Conditions for a Strategy to Build Back Better

- Integrity = Trust and Ethics
- Ethics is a Good Business
- Individual integrity is as important as corporations' integrity
- Respect is as important as trust
- The consensus of right and wrong is broken. It has to be rebuilt
- Integrity is an act

The Way Forward: Collective Action

- The pandemic accelerated many trends, and that will shape the new world
- Fighting against corruption means fighting for human rights and values
- The pan-Asian leadership matters
- Transparency is key
- Integrity has not been fully embraced in the response of the pandemic

Alliance for Integrity's 4th Global Conference

- We cannot recover unless we recover together
- Leadership matters
- Trust is essential and it must be rebuild on truth
- Human rights remain more important than economic recovery
- Technology helps to view where risks are
- Technology has both positive and negative sides
- We need to redefine what is common good, considering everyone

Status Quo: What the pandemic has revealed

- Nobody can fight COVID alone!
- Integrity goes beyond auditing and compliance
- We cannot recover unless we cooperate
- Rebuild the trust to work together to address the new priorities
- Promote collective action to fight corruption